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An O(n))-algorithm is established which embeds a given graph isometrically into 
a Hamming graph (i.e., a Cartesian product of complete graphs) whenever possible, 
and recognizes non-embeddable graphs. From the algorithm several characteriza- 
tions of the embeddable graphs are derived. (“ 1990 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The results presented in this paper are parts of my doctoral thesis [ 193; 
the algorithm and some of the characterizations in Section 7 have been 
introduced in [ 181. 
Motivation for isometric embeddings into Hamming graphs has come 
from communication theory (Graham and Pollak [ 121) an-d linguistics 
(Firsov 1181). Isometric subgraphs of Hamming graphs also appear in 
biology as “quasi-species” (Eigen and Winkler-Oswatitsch [7]). Garey and 
Graham [9] mention a relation to coding theory. Isometric embeddings 
into Cartesian products of arbitrary graphs are studied in [ 111. A nice 
survey about isometric embeddings, factorization, and related problems is 
c221. 
The vertices of a Hamming graph are labelled by s-tuples of non- 
negative integers (see Fig. 2), such that the distance between vertices is just 
the number of different coordinates of the corresponding s-tuples, known 
as the Humming distance from coding theory. Thus isometric embedding of 
a graph G into a Hamming graph just means labelling the vertices of G by 
s-tuples such that their Hamming distances represent the lengths of shortest 
paths in G. Figure 1 shows how the algorithm described in Section 5 finds 
such a labelling by partitioning the vertex-set of G. Vertices which lie in the 
same part of the k th partition get the same k th coordinate. 
A graph is bipartite if and only if we always get a partition into two 
parts. Djokovic [S] proved that a bipartite graph is isometrically embed- 
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1st coordinate 2nd coordinate 
3rd coordinate the house isometrically 
embedded in K2X K3X K 2 
FIG. 1. Isometric embedding. 
dable into a hypercube (i.e., a Cartesian power of K,-a bipartite Hamming 
graph) if and only if these parts are convex. Two of the characterizations 
of the isometric subgraphs of a Hamming graph given in Theorem 7.1 
below use the same condition and additional ones which are empty in the 
bipartite case. 
After some basic definitions in Section 2, the reader will find an introduc- 
tion to gated subgraphs in Section 3, a concept which turned out to be 
quite useful not only for the investigation of isometric subgraphs but also 
for the retracts of Hamming graphs; see [20]. Section 4 establishes proper- 
ties of isometric subgraphs of Hamming grahs (see Proposition 4.1) which 
will be used in our main Theorem 7.1. The algorithm is presented in 
Section 5. The investigation of its complexity in Section 6 includes an upper 
bound for the number of cliques in those graphs whose cliques intersect in 
at most one vertex-a generalization of a theorem of Turan [17]. Finally, 
Section 7 yields characterizations of the isometric subgraphs of Hamming 
graphs and hypercubes. 
2. SOME DEFINITIONS 
A graph is a finite set G of vertices, on which a binary relation 
E(G)c {xylx,y~G) is defined. The elements of E(G) are called edges of 
G. We shall consider only undirected graphs without loops, that is, graphs 
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G with symmetric, antireflexive E(G). If not stated otherwise, every graph 
is supposed to be connected. 
If E(G) is the universal relation, G is called complete and denoted by K,, 
if it has n vertices. In a bipartite graph G the vertex-set can be partitioned 
into two sets A4 and N such that any edge of G joins a vertex in A4 to a 
vertex in N. If G has all possible edges between M and N (and no others), 
it is called the complete bipartite graph K,,,,, where m = /Ml and 
n = 1 N I-see Fig. 7, for example. Analogously, the graph in Fig. 6, known 
as “K4 minus an edge”, is called K,,,,,. A maximal complete subgraph of 
G will be called a clique of G. A clique is supposed to have at least one 
edge. Hence, the graph with only one vertex does not have any cliques. A 
complete subgraph is always induced. In general, G L H is an induced 
subgraph of H, if every edge of H joining two vertices of G is in E(G). 
The number of edges on a shortest U, v-path (u, D E G) in G, the distance 
between u and u, will be denoted by d,(u, u), or simply d(u, u). For short, 
we write d(u, K) : = min { d( U, u)l L’ E K}. Obviously, any graph G, together 
with its distance function do: G x G -+ N := (0, 1, 2, . ..}. (u, u)wd,Ju, u) 
is a metric space. Let G, H be graphs. A mapping f: G + H is called a 
contraction, if 
&Au> u) 2 ddf(u),f(u)) for all U, u E G. (*) 
Contractions of a graph with anti-reflexive edge-relation are just the edge 
preserving maps of the corresponding graph with reflexive edge-relation. 
A contraction f: G + H is called an isometric embedding of G into H, if 
equality holds in ( * ). If, in addition, G is a subset of H, then G is an 
isometric subgraph of H. The interval Z(u, u) between two vertices u and r 
of H consists of all vertices on shortest U, u-paths; that is. 
Z(u, u)= (wEHld(u, u)=d(u, w)+d(w, u)], 
cf. Mulder [16]. A subgraph G of a graph H which is closed with respect 
to Z (that is, U, u E G =S Z(u, u) E G for all U, u E H) is called a convex sub- 
graph of H. If both G and its complement H - G are convex subgraphs, 
then G is called a halfspace of H. 
Let H,, H,, . . . . H, be graphs, H : = n H, be the Cartesian product of the 
vertex-sets with projections rc,: H + Hi (1 <j < s). By means of 
xy E E(H) :0 there is a unique j such that 
n,(x) # z,(y) and for this index, 
zj(x) nj( y) is an edge of ZZ,, 
H becomes a graph, called the Cartesian product H = XH, of the graphs 






FIG. 2. The Hamming graph K, x K3 x Kz. 
product is the tensor product and does not coincide with the categorical 
product. 
If all Hi are complete graphs with vertex-sets (0, 1, . . . . uj- 1) (2 < aj and 
1 <j< s), the vertices of H are labelled by s-tuples of of non-negative 
integers. We call this the vector representation of H. The distance between 
vertices of H is just the Hamming distance between the corresponding 
vectors. Therefore, the Cartesian product of complete graphs is called a 
Hamming graph (Fig. 2). Hamming graphs are characterized in [ 161 and 
c191. 
3. GATED SUBGRAPHS AND THE DJOKOVI~-RELATION 
The main ingredients here are a special relation due to Djokovic [S] and 
the concept of gated subgraphs introduced by Goldman and Witzgall [lo]. 
Gated sets in metric spaces have also been studied in [6]. Hedlikova [14] 
calls these sets “Chebyshev sets”. Cepoj [4] calls a subgraph M of a 
graph G “quasi-Chebyshev” if for any XE G the set N,(M) := 
{z~MId(x,z)=d(x,M)} th ei er contains exactly one vertex or coincides 
with M. For cliques, “quasi-Chebyshev” is the same as “pseudo-gated” 
defined below. 
Let G be a graph. The subgraph of G induced by the vertices “closer to 
one end of an edge ab than to the other” is defined by 
Vab:= {xEGlaEZ(x, b)}; abE E(G). 
Edges between corresponding subgraphs are in the DjokoviC-relation N : 
ab-xy :- XE v,ll and YE v,lI; ab, xy E E(G). 
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Obviously, - is reflexive. Further, if ab - xy, then d(x, b) d d(y, h) + 1 = 
d( y, a) < d(x, a) + 1 = d(x, b). Hence 
ub-xy*d(a,x)=d(b,y), (**I 
which can be used to show that - is always symmetric. The smallest graph 
on which this relation is not transitive is the complete bipartite graph K2,J 
depicted in Fig. 7. 
A subgraph K of a graph G is called gated in G, if for every x E G, there 
exists a vertex g(x) E K such that 
gb) E I(-? z) for all ZE K. 
Since there can be at most one such vertex g(x) for any x E G we call g(x) 
the gate of x in K. Gated subgraphs of a graph G may be regarded as 
(J-)convex subgraphs: they are just the subgraphs of G closed with respect 
to the “enlarged interval” J(u,u):= ~,EGIZ((U,W)nZ(u,w)={w}} 
(which clearly contains I(u, u)), cf. [3]. From Cepoj [4], we adopt the 
following notations: 
V,(K) := {xEG~ a is the gate of x in K} (a E K); 
V(K) : = {x E G 1 Vu E K: d(x, a) = d(x, K)}. 
If for every x E G either there exists a gate g(x) E K or x E V(K), then K is 
called pseudo-guted in G. Thus, K is pseudo-gated in G iff 
G=U (V,(K)IUEK}U V(K) 
and K is gated iff the same holds with Y(K) = @. Since VUb is just an 
abbreviation for V,(ub), V,(K) is always contained in VUh, if a, b E K. 
Observe that a clique K is pseudo-gated iff 
V,(K) = vu, for any a, b E K, a # b. 
Obviously, every one-vertex subgraph of G is gated and every edge of G 
is pseudo-gated in G. A graph G is bipartite iff every edge of G is gated. 
For every gated subgraph K of a graph G, the mapping g, which assigns 
to every x E G the gate g(x) of x in K, is called the gate-map of G onto K. 
We shall prove that g is a retraction, that is: a right invertible morphism 
of G onto K in the category of graphs with contractions. The image of a 
retraction of G is called a retract of G. Every retract of G is an isometric 
subgraph of G. The retracts of Hamming graphs are characterized in [20]. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Any guted subgruph K of a graph G is a retract of G 
and the gate-map of G onto K is a retraction. 
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Proof Let x, y E G and g: G + K be the gate-map. Assume (without 
loss of generality) that d(x, K) > d( y, K). Further, let z E Z(x, g(x)) n 
Z(x, g(y)) be a vertex with maximal distance d(x, z). It is easy to show that 
Gz,g(x))nZ(z,g(y))= (4. H ence z =g(z) E K. Now, g(x) E Z(x, z) and 
therefore g(x) = z. The triangle inequality gives us u’(g(x), g(y)) = 
4x, g(y)) - 4x, g(x)) d 4.~ Y) + d(y, g(y)) - 4.~ g(x)) d 4.~ YL as 
desired: g is a contraction. It is obvious that g is onto and that the canoni- 
cal embedding of K into G is its right inverse. 1 
If g is the gate-map of a graph G onto a gated subgraph K of G, then 
VxyeE(G): g(-~)Zg(Y)~x.v-g(x)g(Y). 
If K is only pseudo-gated, we can define g as a mapping of G - V(K) onto 
K and get the same result for every edge xy of G - V(K). 
The graph G in Fig. 3 with a gated clique K marked by black vertices 
shows that a gate-map g: G -P K need not map intervals into intervals. 
However, we can prove the following: 
3.2. LEMMA. Zf K is a gated subgraph of a graph G with gate-map 
g: G + K such that G has the property 
(A) Vab, xyEE(G):abwxy* VOh= V.n., 
then g(Z(u,o))cZ(g(u),g(o))for any u,u~G. 
Proof Let u, u E G, w  E Z(u, u). Since Z(u, u) is the union of the intervals 
Z(u, z), where z is a neighbour of u, we may assume that w  is a neighbour 
of u. If g(w) = g(u), we have nothing to prove. Otherwise, wu -g(w) g(u) 
and hence u E V,, = Vg/g(W,jg(vj. By definition of the gate, we get 
g(u) E Vg/g(,,.jgCa, and hence g(w) E Z(g(u), g(u)) as desired. 1 
FIG. 3. The gate-map onto the clique with the black vertices does not map intervals into 
intervals. 
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FIG. 4. The DjokoviC-relation is transitive, but Condition (A) does not hold. 
In Section 7, we shall see that (A) is a very useful condition. It implies 
transitivity of the relation N and characterizes the isometric subgraphs of 
hypercubes among the bipartite graphs. For the graph in Fig. 4, the 
relation N is transitive, but fails to satisfy (A). 
4. PROPERTIES OF ISOMETRIC SUBGRAPHS OF HAMMING GRAPHS 
Let H, , Hz, . . . . H, be graphs, H : = XH, the Cartesian product with pro- 
jections 7~~: H -+ H,. Denote the intervals and distances in the graph Hi by 
Z, and dj (1 <j < s), respectively, and suppose that U, v E H, xy, ab E E(H), 
and k is the index such that rrk(u) # nk(b). Then 
z(“, V) = xzj(nj(U)v 7cf(v)); 
d(u, V) = C dj(n,(u), nj(V)); 
ab - xy o ~~(a) q,(b) - Q(X) nJy). 
Furthermore, if G is an isometric subgraph of H, then the subgraphs V,, 
and Z(u, v) in G are just the intersections with G of the corresponding sub- 
graphs in H. Therefore many properties of isometric subgraphs of Cartesian 
products of certain graphs may be proved by regarding the factors. 
The properties listed below will be used (in Section 7) to characterize the 
isometric subgraphs of Hamming graphs in several ways. 
4.1. PROPOSITION. Any isometric subgraph G of a Hamming graph has 
the following properties: 
(A) Vab,.~.v~E(G):ab-x-v=> Vrrb= V,,.. 
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(B) Vab E E(G) : V,, is convex. 
(C) G is 2-hypermetric, that is: t/(x,, x,}, {yl, y,, y3} C_ G: 
C d(xi, xj) + 1 d(Yiv Y,) d C d(xi? ?lj). 
icj icj i.i 
(D) Vu, u E G: Z(u, u) is bipartite. 
(E) Zf a vertex w E G has the same distance to adjacent vertices x and 
y of G, then any two neighbours UE V-TY and v E VL1’ of w are adjacent (cf 
Fig. 5). 
(F) Zf xy is an edge of G and if K is a clique of G, maximal with 
respect to containing an edge ab such that ab N xy, then K is gated. 
(G) Every clique of G is pseudo-gated. 
(H) For every clique K of G, the subgraphs V(K) and V,(K) (a E K) 
are halfspaces. 
Proof We can shorten the proof with arguments preceding this 
proposition: the proof of (C) and (D) is omitted, because these properties 
are obvious for complete graphs. Note that being bipartite is transferred to 
Cartesian products and isometric subgraphs. It is quite easy to prove (E) 
for a Hamming graph, using the vector representation and looking on that 
coordinate in which the vectors of the vertices x and y differ. Obviously, 
(E) is transferred to isometric subgraphs as well. 
Avis [2] shows that (C) implies (B) in bipartite graphs. This implication 
even holds for arbitrary graphs: if V,, is not convex, ab an edge of G, then 
there exist vertices x, y E I’,, and 2~ Z(x, y) - V,,. Now, {a, z}, (b, x, y} 
violate the 2-hypermetric inequality: 
d(a, x) + d(x, z) + d(a, b) + d(b, z) + d(a, y) + d( y, 2) 
~d(b,x)-l+d(x,.~)-d(y,,-)+l+d(a,z)+d(b,y)-l+d(y,z) 
< d(b, x)+4x, y) + d(a, z) + d(b, ~1, 






FIG. 5. Condition (E). 
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= E v,, - Vab, then {b, -x}, (a, Y, z> violate the 2-hypermetric inequality. 
We shall need these implications in the proof of 7.1. 
For the proof of (D) 3 (G), assume that a clique K of G is not pseudo- 
gated. Then there exist vertices r7~ G, U, u, w  E K such that d(z, K) = 
d(z, U) = d(z, u) = d(z, ~1) - 1 and Z(z, uz) is not bipartite, contradicting (D). 
We turn our attention to (F), looking at a graph G with the properties 
(A), (D), (E), and (G). First note that any clique in G is uniquely deter- 
mined by two of its vertices: from (D) we deduce that G does not contain 
any induced subgraph isomorphic to K,,,,, (Fig. 6), that is, any two cliques 
of G intersect in at most one vertex. Now let xy E E(G) and choose 
ab E [xy] _ such that the size of the clique K containing the edge ab is as 
large as possible. Denote the vertices of K by ci, c2, . . . . ck (2 d k < N) and 
assume that K is not gated. Let z be a vertex of G which has no gate in 
K, such that d(z, K) is minimal. For every i (1 < i < k), choose a neighbour 
2; of z in Z(z, ci) and note that, by (G), we have d(zi, ci) =d(z,, K) = 
n(z, K) - 1 for every i (1 < i < k). By minimality of d(z, K), the vertices 
z,, z2, . . . . zk are pairwise different and by (E), together with z they induce 
a complete subgraph K’ of G. The fact that -liz, - cicj for 1 < i,j< k, 
especially zizi - ah - xy for some i,j, contradicts the choice of K. 
Now we shall use the properties (A), (B), (F), and (G) for the proof of 
(H). Let K’ be a clique of G, xy an edge of K’, and K a gated clique of G 
containing an edge ab E [xy] _ . Let g: G + K be the gate-map. Since K’ is 
pseudo-gated, we have V=(K’) = V,, = V,,. for every z E K’ - {x, y }. 
Without loss of generality let g(z) #g(x), then VzI= VgC-,gC.V,= V,,=,(K). 
Note that V;(K’) = V,,,,(K) also holds for 2 E (x, y}. On the other hand, 
VK’) = U { V,,,,(K) I u E G and u has no gate in K’ >. Hence it suffices to 
show that U { V,(K) 1 a E A > is convex for every subset A of K. If 1 A 1 = 1, 
this follows from (B). Suppose that U { V,(K) I a E A ) is convex for 
some @#ASK, UEU{V,(K)JUEA}, UEV,(K) for some beK-A, 
FIG. 6. K ,,,, 2. 
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and w~lfu, u). Then g(w)EZ(g(u),g(v))= {g(u),g(u)} by 3.2, whence 
WEU {Va(K)laEAu{b)). I 
In Section 6 we shall examine graphs which do not contain any induced 
subgraph 4. 1,2. It has been mentioned in the preceding proof that 
isometric subgraphs of Hamming graphs have this property. Two further 
forbidden subgraphs are easily recognized by looking at (A) and (E) of 4.1. 
4.2. COROLLARY. Isometric subgraphs of Hamming graphs do not con- 
tain any induced K,, l,z (Fig. 6), K,, 3 (Fig. 7), or any cycle of odd length 
greater than 3. 
The assertions (i) to (iii) below are equivalent for isometric subgraphs of 
Hamming graphs. They will be used in the proof of the algorithm. 
4.3. LEMMA. Zf a graph G has the properties (A) and (F) (of 4.1), the 
following conditions are equivalent for any u, v E G, ab E E(G): 
(i) Every shortest u, v-path contains an edge of [ab] _. 
(ii) There is a shortest u, u-path which contains an edge of [ab] _ . 
(iii) ME V,, and uE Vha or UE V,, and uE V,,. 
Proof (i)* (ii) is trivial. For (ii)= (iii) use (A) and the fact that 
UE V,,, if xy lies on a shortest U, u-path. 
No& suppose that (iii) holds with UE Vab and u E Vba. By (A) and (F), 
we can assume that the clique K of G, which contains the edge ab, is gated. 
Let g: G + K be the gate-map. Choose a vertex x E Z(u, u) n Vrrb such that 
d(u, x) is as large as possible and let y be a neighbour of x in 1(x, u). Since 
XE Vab and y$ Vobr the gates a =g(x) and c : = g(y) must be different. 
Recall that xy -g(x) g(y). Now, o E V-Y\- = V,, implies that c = b, that is, 
-VE Cab],. I 
FIG. 1. Kz.,. 
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5. THE ALGORITHM 
Winkler [21] gave a simple algorithm which constructs (or contradicts) 
an isometric embedding of a graph with n vertices into a Hamming graph 
in O(n’) time: inductively, it assigns sequences of length n - 1 to the 
vertices of the given graph. At the beginning, one vertex gets assigned, say, 
the all-zero sequence. If the sequences for k vertices have been determined, 
the (k + 1)th vertex gets assigned one of the sequences which have the 
correct Hamming distance to the sequences already assigned. It seems to be 
impossible to derive an abstract characterization of the embeddable graphs 
from that algorithm. Nevertheless, Winkler characterized the isometric 
subgraphs of powers of the graph K, [21]. 
The algorithm presented here was developed independently in 1982 (see 
[IS]), motivated by the work of Mulder [16]. It works in O(n3) time (see 
Section 6) and allows several characterizations of the embeddable graphs in 
Section 7. 
The outline of the algorithm is as follows. Suppose that the given graph 
G is represented by the distances d(x, y) (x, YE G). The algorithm will 
assign strings of non-negative integers to the vertices of G. In each run, it 
assigns one coordinate to each vertex (cf. Fig. 1). If two vertices x, y get 
different coordinates, the “remaining distance” r(x, .Y) (which is equal to 
d(.u, J,) when the algorithm starts) will be decreased by one. Provided that 
the program does not stop with the message “G is not embeddable,” every 
remaining distance will reach the value zero and the Hamming distances 
between the strings will be exactly the same as the distances between the 
corresponding vertices of the graph. 
ALGORITHM Isometric Embedding. 
STEP 1 (Initialization) 
( 1) Compute the distance d( x, I,); X, J’ E G. 
(2) r(x, y) : = d(x, y); x, y E G. 
STEP 2 (All cliques of G) 
(3) c : = 1; all edges are unmarked. 
(4) Choose an unmarked edge UU. 
(5) Set K”) : = CXEGIX~,XUEE(G)}U{~,U}. 
(6) For all x, .v E K”” do the following: 
-If .uy is an unmarked edge, then mark XJJ. 
-Else STOP: G is not embeddable. 
(7) If there is any unmarked edge, then set c : = c + 1 and go 
to (4). 
(8) Sort the cliques K”‘, K’*‘, . . . . K(‘) of G according to their 
cardinalities. 
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STEP 3 (Lists of coordinates for every vertex of G) 
(9) Set s:= 1. 
(10) Choose a largest clique 
K a(s) = I 03 019 ...? V,l,)- I fV } of G such that r(vo, u,)= 1. If 
there is no such subgraph, STOP: G is not embeddable. 
(11) For every XE G denote the vertex ZE&,) for which 
d(x, z) = d(x, K,,,,) by g,(x) (which is actually the gate of x 
in &,, in the case that G is embeddable). If g,(x) is not 
unique, STOP: G is not embeddable. 
(12) For all j such that O<j<a(s)- 1, set z,(uj) :=j. For all 
x E G - K,,,,, set z,(x) : = z,(g,(x)). 
STEP 4 (Actualization of r) 
(13) For all x, y E G do the following: 
-If n,(x) # zs( y), then set ~(x, v) : = v(x, y) - 1. 
--If T(X, v) < 0, STOP: G is not embeddable. 
(14) If there are still vertices x, y E G with r(x, y) > 0, then set 
s:= s+l and go to (10). 
STEP 5 (Output) 
(15) The mapping XH (rci(x), n,(x), . . . . rcc,(x)) is an isometric 
embedding of G into the Hamming graph H= 
X(K,(,)I 1 <ids). 
Proof: STEP 4 guarantees that the distance d(x, y) between any two 
vertices of the given graph G equals the Hamming distance of the 
associated strings and that H is minimal, if the algorithm reaches STEP 5 
at all. We have to prove that every embeddable graph will reach STEP 5. 
To this aim, let G be a graph having the properties (A), (D), (Eband 
consequently (F) and (G) as well (by the proof of 4.1). Since G does not 
contain an induced K,,,,,, every edge of G belongs to exactly one clique of 
G. That is why STEP 2 works. 
If the algorithm reaches (10) for the first time, we clearly have 
y(vo, vi) = 1 for any two vertices of any clique. A maximal clique K,,, ) is 
chosen and (F) guarantees that it is gated. Now suppose that s > 1 and 
every K,,j, (j < s) is gated. We want to prove that Kacsj is gated. By (F), 
it suffices to show that there is no bigger clique KOli, containing an edge uv 
of C~oV,l-. But if there was one, by the choice of K,(,,, the remaining 
distance T(U, u) had to be zero; that is, i<s and n,(u)#~~(~). From 
vou, -uv-g,(u)g,(v) we deduce (by transitivity of -) that gi(uo)=gi(u) 
and g,(vi) =g,(u). Hence, rcti(uo) and rci(vl) are different, too: a contradic- 
tion, Hence, every Kacs, is gated and for any XE G, the element g,(x) is 
uniquely determined. 
From 4.3 we deduce that all remaining distances r(x, y) (x, y E G) will 
stay nonnegative and reach the value zero if an only if this is true for all 
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pairs of adjacent vertices X, y E G. Any edge xy E E(G) belongs to exactly 
one clique of G which will either be chosen as K,(,, in (10) for some S, or 
get different coordinates for its vertices in (11). Anyway, T(X, y) is set zero 
in ( 12). By transitivity of - , the remaining distance of any pair of adjacent 
vertices is reduced only once. 1 
6. THE NUMBER OF CLIQUES IN K,. ,,,-FREE GRAPHS 
AND THE COMPLEXITY OF THE ALGORITHM 
For short, a graph, which does not contain any induced subgraph K,.,,, 
(see Fig. 6) is called a K,, ], 2 -free graph. Repeatedly, we have used the 
following equivalent characterizations of a K,, ,,?-free graph G: 
(i) Any edge of G belongs to exactly one clique of G. 
(ii) Any two cliques of G intersect in at most one vertex. 
Recall that the isometric subgraphs of Hamming graphs are K,,,,,-free. 
STEP 2 of the algorithm introduced in Section 5 uses nothing but 
property (i) to find all cliques of the given graph G (in polynomial time, as 
we shall see in 6.4). 
The first three results of this section belong to Extremal Graph Theory 
and may be interesting on their own. 
Theorem 6.1 is a generalization of a theorem of Turan [ 171, which states 
that the maximum number of edges in a graph with n vertices and without 
triangles is L$z’] (where LmJ denotes the greatest integer less than or 
equal m). The idea in the proof given by Harary [ 131 is transferred to the 
situation in 6.1. As in the special case, the complete bipartite graphs K,,, 
and K,,,, l are extremal for n = 2p and II = 2p + 1, respectively. 
6.1. THEOREM. The maximum number of cliques in a K,. ,.2-free graph 
with n vertices is L$z’J. 
Proof. We shall use induction on n for not necessarily connected K,. 1,2- 
free graphs. Recall that isolated vertices do not count as cliques. Observe 
that the assertion is true for n = 2 and for n = 3 and let G be a K,, ,,,-free 
graph with n 3 4 vertices. If G has no edges, there is nothing to prove. 
Otherwise, choose an edge MU of G and consider the induced subgraph 
G’:= G- (u, v} of G. 
By the induction hypothesis, G’ cannot have more than $(H - 2)2 cliques. 
Now count the cliques of G which are not cliques of G’: there is the clique 
Ku,, uniquely determined by two of its vertices, u and v, because G is 
K ,, ,, ,-free. Further, G contains, say, k cliques K,, such that x is a 
neighbour of u but not adjacent or equal to u. Then n - 2 -k is an upper 
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bound for the number of cliques K,,. where y is a neighbour of v but not 
adjacent or equal to U. The number-c of cliques in G thus satisfies 
4(n-2)2+ 1 +k+n-2-k=+*. 1 
In the next theorem, equality holds for triangle-free graphs. Counter- 
examples for the case that a graph contains an induced K,,,,, are the 
Moon-Moser-graphs which contain triangles [ 151. The number of their 
cliques grows exponentially with the number of vertices. 
6.2. THEOREM. Let G be a K,,,, 2-free graph with e edges and c cliques. 
If the cliques have k,, k,, . . . . k,. vertices, respectively, then 
(i) i ki62e. 
i= I 
(ii) i kf 64e. 
i= I 
ProoJ The proof is by induction on e for a not necessarily connected 
K i, ,.,-free graph G. By our definition of a clique, kj > 2 for 1 <j < c. For 
e = 1, e = 2, and for any complete graph K,,, the assertion is clearly true. So 
let G be non-complete with e 2 3 edges. Choose a clique K of G and delete 
all edges of K. The resulting graph G’ has c - 1 cliques with cardinalities, 
say, k,, k,, .-, k,- i. The number of edges in G’ is 1 de - ikC(k, - 1) d 




i kf<4(e-$k,(k,.-l))+kf<4e. 1 
i= 1 
Note that both inequalities may be sharpened such that c + e is an upper 
bound in (i) and c + 3e is an upper bound in (ii). The proof is essentially 
the same. 
The next theorem is a consequence of Winkler’s algorithm. For the proof 
see [21] or [19]. 
6.3. THEOREM (Winkler [21]). I f  G has an isometric embedding in 
some product of complete graphs, then there are a minimal s and a 
minimal sequence a( 1) 3 a(2) k . 2 a(s) > 1 such that G has an isometric 
embedding in the product of the graphs K,(, ), . . . . K, ,S,. Moreover 
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C(a(i)-lIl~i~s)~n-l,wherenisthenumberofverticesofG,andin 
particular s 6 n - 1 with equality if and on1.v if G is a tree. 
For the analysis of the complexity of the algorithm we refer to [ 11. The 
notations for the parameters of the graph G are the same as in 6.2 and 6.3 
and in the description of the algorithm in Section 5. 
STEP 1 requires O(ne) time (for the distances use the algorithm of 
Moore). The complexities of the other steps are listed below. Numbers in 
brackets refer to the substeps of the algorithm. 
(3) Construct an AVL-tree of unmarked edges: 
(4) Take the root of the tree: O(e); 
(5) Intersection of sorted lists: O(cn) = O(ne); 







0( e log n ); 
O(log n C ky) = O(e log n); 
O(c) = O(e); 
O(s) = O(n); 
O(n C a(i)) = O(n2); 
O(sn) = O(n’); 
(together with (14)): O(sn’) = O(n3); 
O(n’). 
Hence, we can state the following 
6.4. THEOREM. There is an algorithm which embeds a given graph with n 
vertices into a Hamming graph (if possible) and recognizes non-embeddable 
graphs in O(n3) time. 
If we examine STEP 2 of the algorithm, we get 
6.5. COROLLARY. There is an algorithm which finds all the cliques of a 
K,.,,,-free graph in O(ne) time. 
7. CHARACTERIZATION OF ISOMETRIC SUBGRAPHS 
OF HAMMING GRAPHS 
We are now ready to characterize the isometric subgraphs of Hamming 
graphs in 7.1 by the properties listed in 4.1. The theorem of Cepoj [4] will 
be proven in 7.2. Since hypercubes are just the bipartite Hamming graphs, 
the known results about their isometric subgraphs are easy consequences of 
7.1, see 7.3. A new characterization of the isometric subgraphs of hyper- 
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cubes among the bipartite graphs is also proven in 7.3. It uses transitivity 
of the Djokovic-relation. An analogous result is due to Winkler [21]: 
A graph G is an isometric subgraph of a (Cartesian) power of the 
graph K, iff the relation 6 is transitive. 
His relation 8, defined by 
ab 8 xy :0 da, -xl + d(b, Y) Z d(a, y) + d(b, XL ah, XY E E(G), 
contains the Djokovic-relation N and is also reflexive and symmetric. 
Transitivity of 8 implies transitivity of N. 
7.1. THEOREM. Isometric subgraphs of Hamming graphs are charac- 
terized by each of the following six lists of properties: 
(1) (A), PI, (E). 
(2) (A), (F). 
(3) (B), PI, (El. 
(4) @I, CDL (F). 
(5) (CL (D), (E). 
(6) (CL (F). 
(The properties (A) to (F) are described in 4.1.) 
Proof: It suffices to show that the implications depicted in Fig. 8 hold. 
Those towards (5) and (6) are valid by 4.1. The arrow leaving (1) has 
its proof by the algorithm. Recall from the proof of 4.1 that (C) implies (A) 
and (B). 
Hence the implication (5) => (3) holds. Next, we show that the conjunc- 
tion of(B) and (D) implies (A) in order to get (3)=(l) and (4)*(2). Let 
ab k xy in a graph G and assume that V,, - V,,. is nonempty. Choose 
p E Vub - V,,. with minimal distance d(a, p) and let q be a neighbour of p 
in Z(p, a). we have YE Vha, p, XE Vah, whence y 4 Z(p, x) by (B), and there- 
(5) (1) (6) 
I/\ J 
(3) (2) + (4) 
FIGURE 8 
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fore d(p, y) = d(p, x). Note that q E v-KY by the choice of p, hence 
d(q, X) = d(q, y ) - 1 < d( p, y) = d(p, x). However, this is a contradiction, 
because the strict inequality would imply that x, bE V,, and 
YEZ(X, b)- V, contradicting (B), while equality would yield that the 
interval Z( q, y) contains p, x, y with d( p, x) = d( p, y), thus contradicting 
(D). 
For the remaining implications (2) * (1) and (6) * (4), it suffices to 
deduce (D) and (E) from (A) and (F). Let us start with the proof of (E). 
We use the same notation as in 4.1 for the assumptions. By (F), we may 
choose a gated clique Kuh with ab - xy. Let g: G + K,, be the gate-map. 
Since w  $ V,,. u V,.,, by (A), g(w) : = c E KUb - (a, b}. Further, uw - ac and 
hence V,., = I/,.,. Now it is clear that uu must be an edge because 
otherwise, u E V,,., = V,., though UE I’,.,= Vho. Finally, we have to prove 
(D) using (A) and (F). 
Choose I( U, u), .u)J, and K,, as above. Since u $ V,,. u VJ.Y = V,, u Vbur 
there is a vertex c E Kub - (a, 6) such that g(u) = c. Choose p E Z(u, x) and 
q E Z(u, y) neighbours of u and note that p E V,. = Vrrb and q E VY\- = V,,,, 
that is, pu-ac and qu- bc. Now, (A) implies that the vertex u lies in 
Vpu n Vqu = Vu, n Vb,, which is a contradiction. 1 
With one exception, the properties used in the characterizations in 
Theorem 7.1 are independent: the 5-circuit only satisfies (A), (B), (C), (D), 
the K,,, only satisfies (D), (E), (F), and a graph which only satisfies (A), 
(B), (C), (E) is obtained by taking the graph K, x K, and deleting an edge 
which does not belong to a triangle. 
7.2. COROLLARY (Cepoj [4]). Isometric subgraphs of Hamming graphs 
are also characterized by the properties (G) and (H ). 
Proof Necessity follows from 4.1. We omit a proof of sufficiency, since 
it is easy to deduce (B) and (E) from (G) and (H) and to deduce (D) from 
(E) and (G). I 
The equivalence of (i) and (iii) in the following corollary is due 
to Djokovik [S]; the characterization by (iv) has been derived from 
Djokovi?s theorem by Avis [a]. 
7.3. COROLLARY. For a bipartite graph G the following are equivalent: 
(i) G is an isometric subgraph of a hypercube. 
(ii) The DjokouiC-relation - is transitive on E(G). 
(iii) Condition (B ). 
(iv) Condition (C). 
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Proof. Bipartite graphs trivially satisfy (D), (E), and (F). Whence we 
know from 7.1, that (i) is equivant to both (iii) and (iv) and that (i) is 
equivalent to (A). Since (ii) is a consequence of (A), we only have to prove 
the implication (ii) * (A). So let G be a bipartite graph such that - is 
transitive on E(G) and let ab, xy be edges of G such that ab -xv. By 
symmetry, it suffices to prove V,, c V,,.. 
If w  is a neighbour of y in Vahr then wy-ab-xy, whence wy-.YY 
and u‘ = .x E V.,V. Now suppose that UJ E V,, and d(w, y) > 1. Choose 
u E I(w, y) n V,, such that d( w, u) is as large as possible. Since every edge 
in a bipartite graph is gated, G = Vub u V,, and whence u E Vho for every 
neighbour u of u in I(v, y) E I(w, .v). We get uu - ab - xy * uu - xy and the 
triangle inequality, together with ( ** ), yields 
d(w, y) = d(w, u) + 1 + d(u, y) 
= d(w, u) + 1 + d(u, x) 
2 d(w, x) + 1, 
that is, w  E V.y,.. 1 
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